
EME NEWS 14th DECEMBER 2014

Good morning to all the listeners, EME and VHF/UHF enthusiasts - this report

is by ZS6OB from Wingate park in Pretoria

Moon conditions during the past week have been very poor and challenging

with low activity caused by the following conditions

1. Regardless of moderate sky temperatures

2. The Moon today is 1 day away from Apogee

3. Meduim to high degradation

4. Declination in the challenging zone between -15 and +15 degrees.

5. Polarisation were mostly  V/H and H/V

Moon set today will be at 10:50 UTC

Distance from the moon at the moment is 403,500 km

Declination is  at +2 degrees north of the equator and will be moving south

Sky temperature is low at 223 K and degradation is good at 2.25 dB

The Moon will be moving further south in the next 2 weeks

Conditions should be challenging 

Local operators active during the past week were  ZS6OB. 

Conditions the last few days have been poor and very few stations were active

Very low activity  this morning with only two stations active

W1AW/9 has been on on a few occasions – be on the lookout if you are chasing WAS on 144 MHz EME

EXPEDITION NEWS

PZ5EME Wolf and PZ5UD Herman were active from Surinam in GJ25 up and until the 8th December

This expedition has now closed down. Wolf and Hermann experienced some severe tropical thunderstorms with

heavy rainfall which hampered their operation 

Pine ZS6OB was the the 1st ZS station to complete an EME QSO on 144 MHz with Wolf  pz5eme in Surinam



Allan ZS1LS and John ZS6JON were also able to complete QSO's with the expedition on the very last day just before

PZ5 EME closed down.  Allan reported that it took some time to complete the QSO with variable H V polarisation 

LOCAL VHF/UHF NEWS

The SSB 144 MHz group is still very active on 144.300 MHz every Saturday and Sunday morning

It was very interesting to monitor the group activity this morning experimenting with aircraft scatter  

Koos ZS6BFD REPORTS

Good Morning Pine,

 The usual group of stations reported in on the regular VHF/UHF net on Saturday and Sunday morning.

Saturday saw a total of 11 stations with Jerry ZS6BTL in Gerdau near Lichtenburg being the most distant at

just under 200Km from this QTH.

 

Conditions proved to be very good with a quiet band and all stations on the Net were successful in exchanging

reports with Jerry

(Who incidentally was operating horizontal-in bed-portable to his shack on the other side of the house….Hi.)

 

On Sunday we recorded a total of 9 stations with Michael, ZR4MF from Bloemfontein (371Km) joining from

beginning to end.

Several overs were exchanged with division 4 by a few stations while concentrating and utilizing the popular

Aircraft scatter Program – Aircraft Scatter Sharp .

Interesting to note that when the plane crosses the black line inside the skew lines, Signal reports generally

improve by 2-3 S points.

 

Please take note that the KARTS Group from Kempton Park are now also active on 144,300 SSB every Tuesday

evening , starting at 19h30.

Please pop in and give them a few reports and meet some of the Guys.

 

We are all very pleased about the revival on 2M SSB over the past few months and are looking forward to

meeting all of you on the Air soon.

 

73 de Koos

ZS6BFD

SIX Meter news:

TEP activity has slowed down during the past 2 weeks 

Thanks to Paul ZS6NK for his regular update during the past months to keep all updated with the latest TEP

activity.

If you have any news of interest please send me an e mail with your news and the details

This bulletin covers VHF/UHF news from all over ZS and is not limited to activity from the ZS6 



area only.

Wish you all a great week see you on the moon 

de ZS6OB e mail:  pienaarja@gmail.com - 082 4477 823

skype: pienaar.jan

Log onto these loggers for more information

SIX Meters

www.on4kst.com/chat/start.php

For EME -144, 432 MHz and 1296 MHz

http://hb9q.ch/version2/index.php/loggedin-loggers

http://jt65.73.ru/

http://www.chris.org/cgi-bin/jt65emeA


